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Abstract
This research project attempts to create a new prison design typology within the New Zealand climate and turning the tide of punishment to instead
rehabilitate the offenders for reintegration into society. This typology will be achieved through the architecture of the building, with the use of natural light,
air flow, colour, space and form to inspire inmates to improve themselves.

How can the Architecture in a Prison be used to rehabilitate low to medium security prisoners to benefit society?

From this project, it is clear that prisons in the past and mostly still today are used to punish and discipline a person who has done wrong against the law.
However, a recent phenomenon has seen a change in the way we utilise our prisons, and how the people kept inside are treated. It has become evidentially
true that as a society we will benefit more by having prisons aimed to rehabilitate and reform its inmates. It is evident through the research that an
environment in which a person is surrounded by can have the biggest influence on their progress for rehabilitation. Natural environments seem to have the
most positive effects.
To address the question of using architecture in prisons to rehabilitate the prisoners, this project will research in depth the successful and unsuccessful
prisons. By looking at existing projects, it will become evident as to what should be included in the future to enhance the space and make it as rehabilitative
as possible.
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Glossary
Chapter
Cell

Chapter, in the terms of gangs is associated with where the group of that gang is located; there are many different
chapters of each gang across the country.
A cell in prison terminology is the room in which the inmate is living in and sometimes confined to.

Probation

When someone has been conditionally released from prison

Parole

The condition of an early release if proven ready

Parry

The informal name for Paremoremo prison in Auckland, New Zealand

Incarcerated

A term used for someone once they have been locked up in prison

Penitentiary

American term for a prison for people convicted of serious crimes

Jail

Another word for prison but can sometimes be a type of prison that involves a shorter sentence

Prison

Bodgies

A building of confinement for people who have broken the law and have been sentenced to be removed from society
away for allocated amount of time usually determined by the seriousness of the crime.
The system of law which involves; prosecuting, defending, sentencing, and punishing people who are suspected and/or
convicted of criminal offenses.
A government official who hears and investigates complaints by private citizens against other officials or government
agencies.
Youth subculture in New Zealand and Australia, from the 1950s era

Screw

The informal name for a prison guard

Gaol

Another spelling for jail

Detention centre

Detention centres are prisons usually in America for illegal immigrants they are used for holding individuals suspected
of visa violation or being in the country illegally.

Criminal justice system
Ombudsman
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OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Remand

Process of detaining a person who has been arrested and charged with an offense until their official sentencing

Te whenua

Maori word for ‘The land’

PAPA
Equigenic environments

People against prisons Aotearoa (PAPA) is an independent organisation pushing for the abolishment of prisons in New
Zealand
Places that can reduce health inequalities

Milk bar cowboys

Unorganised groups of youths who owned motorbikes, they congregated along Auckland’s Queen Street in the 1950’s

Lifers

Prisoners serving a life sentence

Mandatory minimums

Set minimum sentences for certain crimes in the USA, these cannot be lowered by judges

Mai Mai

a duck-shooter's shelter; hide
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INTRODUCTION
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Background of the project
Despite New Zealand’s low population of 4.9 million, as of 2018, the prison population is one of the highest in the OECD. New Zealand’s Prison population is
at 220 per 100,000, whereas the average across the OECD is 147 per 100,000.1

Table 1: International prison population rates per 100,000 population, Image by, Sir Peter Gluckman.

There is a total of 18 adult prisons in New Zealand, only three of which are womens’ Prisons. The total prison capacity in New Zealand is 10,645 inmates.2
According to “stats.govt.nz”, Māori make up 51% of the prison population, yet only make up 15% of the overall population of the country.3 Only two of the 18
prisons are maximum security prisons, and although the prison population has increased by 2570 inmates in the last years, the need for a maximum-security
prison is not as necessary as the need for a low-medium security prison.4 Prisoners are locked in different security prison, based on their level of risk which is
decided in their sentencing.5

1

Professor Sir Peter Gluckman, “Using evidence to build a better justice system: The challenge of rising prison costs” Office of the Prime Ministers chief science advisor, last modified, March 29,
2018. http://www.pmcsa.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/Using-evidence-to-build-a-better-justice-system.pdf
2 Wikipedia, “List of Prisons in New Zealand” last modified, July 3, 2018. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_prisons_in_New_Zealand
3 Stats NZ, “New Zealand’s Prison population” accessed, August 18, 2018. http://archive.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/snapshots-of-nz/yearbook/society/crime/corrections.aspx
4 Stats NZ, “New Zealand’s Prison population”
5 Department of Corrections, “M.02.01.01 Principles of security classification” Accessed, August 28, 2018. https://www.corrections.govt.nz/resources/policy_and_legislation/Prison-OperationsManual/Movement/M.02-Security-classification/M.02.html
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According to a New Zealand Herald article from August 2018, our current prison system is at capacity and forecast to exceed the current 10,902 population.
The government’s focus is to lead a public conversation on our criminal justice system and find ways for it to be improved. In the latest parliament meetings
regarding prison costs and population, the Labour government has pledged to cut imprisonment rates by 30% in 15 years. Nonetheless, the National Party is
arguing this could lead to more victims of crime as of yet there has been no compromising solution yet between the two parties.6
“It is well established that incarceration rates are predominantly independent of crime rates.”7 However, crime rates relate in one way to imprisonment rates
as it means more offenders are off the streets. In New Zealand prisoners do not get sufficient, effective treatment for their mental health or substance use
issues in addition to this, partners and children of prisoners do not get the sufficient help they require, leaving them in more risk of poverty, social
deprivation, and engaging in crime.8 According to the research it posits that imprisonment in New Zealand has abysmal rehabilitate effects.9
According to the former Prime Minister’s Chief Science advisor, Sir Peter Gluckman, “while 70% of the prison population is made up of those who have
committed serious, violent, sexual, and drug-related offences; we need to actively focus on the other 30% to prevent re-offending.”10 Finland, as opposed to
New Zealand, spends more money on rehabilitation and reintegration programs for offenders; including a more significant investment in education and
research.11 Putting more money into education programs would become a beneficial investment for New Zealand’s society. Currently, as many as 70% of
those in prison have significant literacy problems. Gluckman states It has been proven that better education including literacy performance is associated with
employability.12
With all the above information and statistics in mind, the new prison needs to fulfil requirements to meet social and legal requirements. The main aim of this
prison typology will be to rehabilitate criminals, and prepare them to be reintegrated into society. The ultimate target will be to ensure the rehabilitation they
get in prison is adequate to ensure that they will not reoffend. Observing the current statistics, might address the main problem areas within New Zealand’s
prison system, which includes having appropriate education programs, as well as professional help for mental health and substance use issues, this can be
achieved by researching into the successes of Scandinavian prisons and justice systems. The overall goal should be achievable by applying or reutilising some
of their current systems.

6

David Fisher, “The politics of crime- how the hunt for votes filled our prisons and threatens minister of justice Andrew Littles plans for reform” New Zealand Herald, August 18, 2018.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12107970
7 Gluckman, “The Challenge of rising Prison costs”
8 Gluckman, “The Challenge of rising Prison costs”
9 Gluckman, “The Challenge of rising Prison costs”
10 Gluckman, “The Challenge of rising Prison costs”
11 Gluckman, “The Challenge of rising Prison costs”
12 Gluckman, “The Challenge of rising Prison costs”
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Project outline
This project will outline the creation of a place typically known as a prison for low-medium security prisoners, who have committed white collar crimes. It is a
new idea and typology of prison with a new notion. The purpose is to rehabilitate the inmates for re-integrating them back into society and lowering reoffending rates in New Zealand.
Immersing the inmates in nature and culture will be a focus to achieve the rehabilitation goal. Nature and culture can be intertwined through being
immersing the prisoners with the native animals, flora and fauna of the site.
The prison will be located on Rotoroa island in the Gulf Harbour, Auckland, New Zealand.

9

Aim of project
This project will aim to lower criminal reoffending rates in New Zealand, by creating a prison that becomes a community and a ‘home away from home’. The
idea is to take these white-collar criminals out of everyday society and into a new prison community, but one where a normal day-to-day life and work routine
still exists. At the same time, they can be immersed in the beautiful serenity of an Auckland island, thus ticking all the boxes for a perfect recipe to rehabilitate
them. New Zealand’s re-offending rates are currently some of the highest in the world and our imprisonment rates per capita are the highest on the OECD.13
At present, in New Zealand 60% of prisoners are reoffending within the first two years of release.14 New Zealand’s current Justice Minister, Honourable
Andrew Little stated to government in 2018:
"On the current trajectory on prison populational growth, if we did nothing, we would be building an extra prison every two to three years. That's
how bad it is.”15
This is just a scratch on the surface of how broken the current justice system of New Zealand is. Therefore, being able to create a place of rehabilitation as
well as a place for criminals to learn skills and better themselves for a second shot at life should be a big push in the right direction of lowering these
reoffending rates; benefiting the society of New Zealand and accordingly saving money out of the taxpayers’ pockets.

13

“Where New Zealand stands internationally” Dept. of corrections, Last modified, July, 2018.
https://www.corrections.govt.nz/resources/research_and_statistics/journal/volume_6_issue_1_july_2018/where_new_zealand_stands_internationally_a_comparison_of_offence_profiles_and
_recidivism_rates.html
14 “Re-offending rate shows new approach needed- Little,” Radio New Zealand, accessed September 12, 2019, https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/political/359748/re-offending-rate-shows-newapproach-needed-little
15 Radio New Zealand, “Re-offending rate shows new approach needed- Little.”
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Research Question:

How can the Architecture in a Prison be used to rehabilitate low to medium security prisoners to
benefit society?

11

Scope and limitations
This piece of research attempts to investigate and explore how architecture may affect prison populations in more effective and rehabilitating manners. This
will include: lighting, phenomena, form, space, nature, and materiality that are needed for a progressive prison typology, as well as incorporating more
communal spaces within the prison for interaction and education.
Historically, prisons focused on punishment and discipline, causing the offender to suffer for their crimes. Through the age of technology and research, it has
been discovered, through examples such as Halden Fengsel, that it is more beneficial to have reforming and rehabilitative prisons, to help improve the
wellbeing of the prisoner and the society that they will eventually be re-entering.
The prison for this project will be for low-medium risk inmates, designed for men only. An essential part of the design is to incorporate facilities for learning
skills, trades, and literacy, as this will allow for better integration upon release. The most important part of this scheme will be the nature in which it is
surrounded in. The qualities of natural environments have been proven, through research such as the Green Mind Theory, to be the utmost beneficial in the
processes of rehabilitating these somewhat corrupted minds.
This piece of research is not dealing with miscreants, just white-collar criminals such as; fraudsters, thieves, cybercrime, and bribers, to name a few. These are
people who will prove to parole and the courts their worthiness to be rehabilitated. This prison is not a right of passage for anyone. They must show signs
that they are willing to better themselves, and that they are sorry for their crimes caused and the traumas they may have inflicted upon others.
The sentencing becomes the punishment rather than inflicting further pain and trauma onto these individuals. The prison will acknowledge the facts of Māori
people being over-represented within the New Zealand Criminal Justice system, by its chosen surrounding and allocating space for a Marae. This will not be
designed within the project, instead left as an activity for the inmates to complete, as part of skill-learning and being culturally immersed.
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State of knowledge in the field
Throughout history, prisons have had one purpose, punishing law breakers. Yet, evidence and modern-day knowledge suggests that this is not the
appropriate response to dealing with criminals. Conversely, we should instead be finding ways to help rehabilitate them, and give them a place back in
society. This is a fairly new phenomenon with few exemplary modules in current action. Although, there is one case study that is progressive within its design,
layout, and ideology; it is so inspiring that it will be the biggest influence for the design of Auckland’s new prison; hence being a maximum-security prison
located in Halden, Norway.
The prison, Halden Fengsel, operates with the proud title of having the lowest re-offending rates in the world.16 Halden Fengsel’s ideology relates to breaking
the cycle of traditional prisons, where ‘locking them up and throwing away the key’ is the norm. Halden gives these hardened criminals the best second
chance they will ever get, and it would seem to work. Nonetheless, by creating a community of rehabilitation for criminals it can be shrouded with a lot of
controversy, such as the sizeable costs of $120,000 (USD) a year per prisoner. The costs have been deemed as a positive investment into the future of the
country by lowering crime rates, and drastically lowering rates of re-offending that have been an outcome of this module.17
Additionally, investigating the most exemplary prisons, such as Halden Fengsel; it is just as important to learn from human error of poor design, arrangement,
and facilities, such as Kerobokan prison in Bali. Designed for just 320 inmates, there is estimated to be about 1400 inmates incarcerated there. Like many
Asian prisons, the facilities are inhumane, with disease-ridden cells, corrupt management, and access to illicit substances.18 There appears to be little to no
design methodology behind Kerobokan prison. The layout is crammed, and the purpose is to fit as many bodies into one confined area as possible.
It is considered within the New Zealand criminal justice sector, that people of Māori ethnicities are hugely over-represented. “Currently one in every 142
Māori in New Zealand is in prison, compared to every, one in 808 non-Māori.”19 Therefore, it is necessary as a designer to note these inflated figures, and to
allow them to play an integral part in choosing a site, and potentially having an influence on the design. In the literature, M.P. Smith referred to, Ethnic and
cultural considerations in New Zealand prison design, has some vital suggestions on how to achieve these cultural links, which could benefit the rehabilitation
process for people of Māori heritage in New Zealand’s prisons.

16

Inside the World’s toughest prisons: Norway: The perfect prison? Hosted by Raphael Rowe. USA: Netflix, 2018
Raphael Rowe, Inside the World’s toughest prisons: Norway: The perfect prison?
18 Katheryn Bonella, Hotel K (Sydney: Pan Macmillan Australia, 2009), back cover.
19 Andy Fyers, “Crime and Punishment: Māori are sent to prison more often than Pākehā for the same crime” Accessed May 8, 2019
https://interactives.stuff.co.nz/2018/05/prisons/crime.html#/4
17
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“In Māori society, individuals identify themselves by relating to geographical land features where their ancestors were born, died, and buried. There is
a strong sense of belonging to particular places.”20
Subsequently, the chosen site for this prison can become the vital link to culture, which some inmates might need to support their process for rehabilitation.
An experience of outdoor living within a Māori context, by being immersed amongst native species, will become an important factor of this design.

20

M.P. Smith, Ethnic and Cultural Considerations in New Zealand Prison Design, (Wellington: Dept. of Justice, 1990), 2.
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Methodology
Using research in the literature will be the first method for exploring current and proposed prison typologies across the world, and understanding the history
of prisons. Important literature subjects will include writings on current and historical prisons, and additionally looking into the law and order of the New
Zealand criminal justice system, to then compare this with literature, based on knowledge of other legal systems around the world.
Conversation around the taboo subject of prisons will be a vital method to create the appearance of the ideal prison and criminal justice system. Conversing
with as many people as possible with varying opinions gives a better opportunity to have an unbiased opinion on the prison issue In New Zealand. Below is a
biased and anonymous poll from about 100 people taken on ‘@eloisebaker6’ Instagram with a few questions, to help solidify a stand point:

Figure 1: Polls from Instagram, Image by Author

The use of precedent studies was another important method used to increase the knowledge around the subject; through images, documentaries, site visits,
and literature. This enabled a deeper understanding of past prison designs and why they were designed in such a way, also encouraging more knowledge
about how these prisons are presently occupied and operated.
Theories, such as the Green Mind Theory, were also utilised as a method to understand how to best design a building to answer the research question;
ultimately creating a place to improve the well-being of law breakers, and creating outstanding members of the community upon their release.
The precedent studies, alongside the knowledge gained from the literature reviews will become the main driver for design, and the development stages
within the design. Learning from past mistakes and current ideologies could help to form the ideal prison typology suited to answering the research question.
15

The design should be based on the evidence of the research consumed during the project, with influences from the best-case studies such as Halden Fengsel
in Norway.
Through contacting organisations such as PAPA (People against prisons Aotearoa) and the standing and shadowing MPs for Criminal Justice, was proven to be
a more difficult and less successful method than initially anticipated. The responses were not necessarily helpful, but included information that may have
determined a thinking pattern. Please refer to the letters at the end of this document in the appendix.

16

Reflecting the results of research
The research reviews a diverse range of media including: books, websites, documentaries, museums, visits to a prison, conversations and much more; all of
which have coherently been bound together to form this project to answer the research question. The content studied covers a variety of different topics
within the field of research, such as the use of solitary confinement in New Zealand, to looking at the literature and theories behind the success of the
Norwegian prison, Halden Fengsel.
The research of New Zealand prisons and its Criminal Justice system alongside other field-related knowledge was mostly attainable. By contrast, some
information, particularly to do with the actual design of prisons within New Zealand, was difficult and, in some cases unobtainable; perhaps for security
reasons or because of the government’s secrecy around the topic. Even when contacting members of parliament, whose positions corresponded with
expertise in the field of knowledge, the responses received were very brief and politically worded.
The research of different prison precedents and weighing up the pros and cons helped to determine factors for choosing a suitable site. Case studies on what
makes a prison a prison, as well as exploring good and bad examples of prison typologies and architecture were all key factors for driving the design brief.

17
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Regions of New Zealand

Northland

This image locates the 15 regions in New Zealand.

Auckland

Waikato
Bay of Plenty

Gisborne

Taranaki
Whanganui

Hawkes Bay

Tasman

Wellington
Malborough

West Coast

Canterbury

Otago
Southland

Figure 2: Regions of NZ, Image by Author
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Northland Region Corrections

Current prisons in New Zealand
This image locates all 18 adult prisons in New Zealand within
the regions.

Paremremo

Mt Eden
Auckland Region Womens
Auckland South

Spring Hill Corrections
Waikeria Prison
Tongariro Prison

Hawkes Bay Prison
Whanganui Prison

Manawatu Prison
Rimutaka Prison

Arohata Prison
Christchurch Womens Prison
Christchurch Mens Prison
Rolleston Prison

Figure 3: Prisons in New Zealand, Image by Author

Otago Corrections

Invercargill Prison
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Diagrammatic comparison of regions
These diagrams abstractly compare the titled topics through the sizes of the bubbles; the colours of the bubbles respond to the regions of New Zealand as
shown overleaf.

Regional Population
From this diagram it becomes clear that the Auckland Region although having the
smallest land area has by far the largest population, consequently resulting in the
highest crime rates, relative to the highest prison population. This can become a
determining factor on the decision of locating a prison in Auckland.

Land Area
Figure 4: Comparing regions, Image by Author

Prison
Population

Crime Rates
Maori
Population
21

New Zealand Prison numbers

Figure 5: Break down of New Zealand’s prison’s, Image by Author
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LITERATURE REVIEWS
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New Zealand Justice System
The New Zealand Justice System is determined by the law of New Zealand, which is based on three related principles: parliamentary sovereignty; the rule of
law; and the separation of powers.21 New Zealand often uses the concept of prisons to punish criminals. There are eighteen operating adult prisons in New
Zealand, of which only three are female prisons, and two maximum-security. As of June 2018, the total prison population stood at 10,645 inmates. There is
approximately 100,000 people in New Zealand, who have spent time in a prison. 22
The history of New Zealand’s justice system appears to have been quite turbulent. Until 1941, New Zealand used capital punishment for its worst criminals.
Death by hanging was the favoured penalty for murder and it officially commenced in New Zealand in 1842, since that time there has been 44 recorded
executions in New Zealand under the capital punishment law. After years of the National Party defending the death penalty it was not until 1935 when the
Labour Party was elected in, that the push for abolishment to this law saw the complete dismissal.23
In 1954, a new law document was published to the public of New Zealand, titled; A penal policy for New Zealand. This objectified five new principles for the
justice sector:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“To divert people from a life of crime by treating them at a young and malleable age
To use imprisonment only as a last resort for young and inexperienced offenders
To eliminate short offences as far as possible
Where imprisonment was considered necessary, to bring every possible reformative influence to bear upon a prisoner
To provide lengthy terms of imprisonment for those who persistently defied the authority of law.”24

It appears these principles pushed with good intentions, although when delving into the Criminal Justice System, it starts to feel as if these objectives became
overlooked, and not enough was being done to benefit these inmates’ lives and societal life upon their release. As of recent years, the main objective
amongst the Criminal Justice Sector has swayed slightly, in order to focus on lowering our alarmingly-high re-offending rates.

21

“Law of New Zealand,” Wikipedia, accessed, September 8, 2019, https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_New_Zealand
Andrew Bridgman, “Criminal Justice stats and facts,” New Zealand Law Society, Updated August 3, 2018, https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/practice-resources/practice-areas/criminallaw/criminal-justice-stats-and-facts
23 Greg Newbold. Punishment and Politics: The Maximum Security Prison in New Zealand. (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1989), 21.
24 Newbold, Punishment and Politics: The Maximum Security Prison in New Zealand, 42.
22
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“Corrections’ greatest challenge is to break the cycle of re-offending so that our communities are safer. We are committed to reducing re-offending
by 25% by 2017”25
In New Zealand about 60% of prisoners are re-convicted within two years of release from prison. Of that number, 42% are re-sentenced to go to prison within
the two years.26 The re-offending rates among the New Zealand prison system are not the only staggering statistics that portray our prisons in a negative way.
Of the people currently in prison:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“51% of male prisoners are Māori;
37% have diagnosed mental health problems;
65% have difficulty with literacy and numeracy;
47% have an addiction problem;
77% have been victims of violence themselves, particularly women in prison; and
46% of people starting a prison sentence have suffered a traumatic brain injury.”27

These figures signify a corrupt system, or may address the areas to be considered of benefit to prisoners whilst in prison. For some people going to prison it
can trigger and even exacerbate their mental health problems as they move into unfamiliar environments. Transitions are times of uncertainty and change,
and therefore lapses and relapses can be expected, which can be easily monitored by the correct professionals.28 Personal and professional relationships can
be key to assisting these prisoners with change and so, encouraging visits from family and friends allows for there to be some familiarity within these
unknown surroundings.
“Visits to prisoners from family ‘appear to significantly increase the prospects for employment, education, training and accommodation for inmates
on release; family have important social capital on which released offenders can call.” 29
Prisoners who get to spend time with their family members and familiar faces have been proven less likely to be re-imprisoned than those who have had their
visiting rights removed. 30

25

“Our approach to rehabilitation” Department of corrections, last modified June, 2014. https://www.corrections.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/756561/Rehabilitation.pdf
Andrew Bridgman, “Criminal Justice stats and facts.”
27 Andrew Bridgman, “Criminal Justice stats and facts.”
28 Anne Opie. From Outlaw to Citizen: Making the Transition from Prison in New Zealand, (Auckland: Dunmore Pub, 2012), 13.
29 Opie, From Outlaw to Citizen: Making the Transition from Prison in New Zealand, 62.
30 Opie, From Outlaw to Citizen: Making the Transition from Prison in New Zealand, 64.
26
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Auckland Prison - Paremoremo
Paremoremo, located on Auckland’s North Shore is home to some of New Zealand’s most notorious criminals. Paremoremo, or more formally known as
Auckland Prison, is one of three male maximum-security prisons in New Zealand. It is home to 680 inmates, and was originally opened in 1968, 51 years ago,
designed by architect, Mr JRP Blake-Kelly.
The original concept of Paremoremo was created in a time with different ideologies around prison than what there is presently. With past prison design being
very institutional and fundamental aspects, which were to, to punish those who had done wrong against the law, it was the federal penitentiary at Marion in
Illinois, USA, which most influenced the design of Paremoremo. There is an obvious similarity between the two institutions from photographs and the key
features of both designs; four main corridors at right angles emanating from a pivot point, the location of the control centre. This is identical in both
institutions.31
There have of course been developments in prison architecture since Paremoremo was designed and built. At the time of completion, it was state-of-the-art
prison design, opposed to the more institutional flavour it as seen today. 32
The perimeter fence of Paremoremo encloses an area of 3.2 hectares and the prison buildings cover 1.4 hectares, set in the rolling countryside of Auckland’s
North Shore. 33 There are five, three-storey cellblocks, each of which contain 48 cells (except Classification block with has 56 cells), divided into four landings,
two on each side of the building. The cell accommodation is located on the first and second storeys of the block with amenities; such as classrooms,
recreation/ hobby, rooms and dining area at ground level. All cells or “slots” as they were known at Paremoremo, measure 1.88m in width, 3.22m in length
and 2.49 m in height, except for 16 larger cells in “D” block for those, who for reasons of safety, are not permitted to work with other inmates, hence,
spending more of their days locked up in their cells.34
After 50 years in operation of the maximum-security prison, it was time to open a new facility, to represent the more modern justice system. The new east
wing of Paremoremo was opened in 2018 and houses 260 of the 680 prisoners, and emphasises rehabilitation of its inmates. Most of the cells, apart from
those designed for high-risk prisoners, will have their own bed, toilet, shower and exterior windows for natural light. 35
31
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This new wing incorporates rehabilitation programmes, such as learning welding and online skills. It also includes a sensory garden, designed to give inmates a
natural space to talk under supervision.36 In addition, “the cell size in the new East wing has increased from 5.8m² to 9m², and all of which are single cell
occupancy.” 37

Figure 6: Bird’s-eye view of Marion Penitentiary, Illinois, USA, Image Author Unknown

Figure 7: Bird’s-eye view of Paremoremo, Auckland, NZ. Image by Google Maps
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Representation of gangs in New Zealand society and prison system:
The large over-representation of Māori in the New Zealand Criminal justice system is also largely populated by gang members and affiliations of the gangs. As
of 2018, prisoners connected to gangs equated to around 40 percent of the total sample of 10,645 inmates according to the Official Information Act response
to Newshub from Corrections.38 Gangs have been a common part of New Zealand society since the 1800s. In 1842 and 1843, having been transported from
the notorious Parkhurst prison in England, 128 male juveniles began roaming Auckland streets and were blamed for “a rapid spread of moral pestilence.”39
However, since the 1950’s gangs in New Zealand have grown from non- structured groups of youths into complex organisations, which have been deeply
embedded into many communities. The “rapid spread of moral pestilence” started with a group of ‘milk bar cowboys’ who would meet and interact outside
the Majestic Theatre on Queen Street.40
In the early 1960s, a chapter of the Hells Angels was formed in Auckland, an event pivotal to fundamental change in New Zealand’s gang scene.41 The chapter
of the Hells Angels was a significant shift from the ‘Milk bar cowboys’ to structured and well-organised groups of likeminded outlaws.
“Around the same time that the Hells Angels were transitioning from milk bar cowboys into an outlaw motorcycle club, a group of bodgies created
what became arguably New Zealand’s most notorious street gang, the Mongrel Mob.”42
The Mongrel Mob are still today considered the most notorious gang in New Zealand, and have the largest gang representation in the New Zealand prison
system, with about 1,107 inmates in 2018 being members or affiliates of Mongrel Mob.43 The concept of the Mongrel Mob is about embracing a living
contradiction, if something is considered evil, bad and lawless, then they embrace that to be good.44
In True Red, written by ex-Mongrel Mob gang leader, Tuhoe Isaac, he talks about how the Mongrel Mob have disconnected themselves from any culture and
ethnicity. They consider themselves as dogs/ Mongrel Mob members, and that is all they wish to be identified as.
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“Being Māori meant nothing to us even though the majority of us were Māori; the only culture worth anything to us was the mob culture. The patch
replaced all ethnic or cultural dimensions. You never spoke the Reo, or performed a hongi within the confines of the gang or the gang pad in my time.”45
Isaac continues to discuss his stints in and out of the New Zealand prison system, and the Mongrel Mobs relationships with the criminal justice system; prison
reform, probation, anger management and all the legal paraphernalia. The laws were created to punish those who went against the grain of society and this
made no difference to the Mongrel Mob, these systems are exactly what they wanted to be the contradictions of.
“Prison was our second home; it meant free kai, a pillow and a bed. And it became a haven to be schooled-up in mongrelism where we would be
encouraged by the leaders and the brothers inside. Jail never reformed us back into normal society and there was nothing the establishment could do to
break the spirit of the dog in us. It was inconceivable that we would abandon the way of the dog that was our family. We would always return to our own
vomit, and that vomit was a feast of violence.”46
Isaac spent five years, from 1974 to 1979 locked up in the maximum-security prison, Paremoremo, on the charges of rape.47 Maximum-security is for the
worst criminals, who have committed violent crimes; such as rape, murder, and robbery. Isaac already had a big criminal record and had been in and out of
prison his whole gang life, which is probably why he was located to Paremoremo. Isaac mentions ‘Parry’ being the place for ‘lifers’, and an assortment of the
most dangerous guys in the country. He comments on it being the toughest facilities with double grilled doors everywhere right from the entrance to the
prison of the ‘porch’ that he calls the dog cage. “Cameras are everywhere.”48
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Figure 8: Hierarchy of a gang, Image by Author.
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Figure 9: Gang types present in New Zealand, Image by Author.
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Ethical and Cultural Design Consideration
There is a total of 18 adult prisons in New Zealand, only three of which are women’s prisons. The total prison capacity in New Zealand is 10,645 inmates. 49
According to “stats.govt.nz”, Māori make up 51% of the prison population, yet only make up 15% of the overall population of the country.50 The department
of New Zealand Justice believes that a major cause of the over-representation of Māori people in offending statistics is due to their estrangement from
cultural roots. It is the general consensus that Pakeha cultural and institutional dominance has led to the severance and weakening of Māori social structures
and a general loss of culture.51 “Currently, one in every 142 Māori in New Zealand is in prison, compared to every, one in 808 non- Māori.”52
“Prisons are institutions alien to traditional Māori thought which looks to proactive and preventive solutions to crime.”53
In Māori society, individuals identify themselves by relating to geographical land features where their ancestors were born, died, and buried. This creates a
strong cultural connection for Māori people to specific places, usually their community and/ or tribal area.54 Therefore, being moved out of their tradition
may not be allowing them to heal culturally, but instead be pushed down an institutional pathway of rehabilitation, determined by the government and their
own tradition. This speculatively, may have something to do with the high re-offending rates for all inmates in New Zealand, but particularly those of Māori
ethnicity. With a reoffending rate is as high as two thirds of the prisoners are reconvicted within two years of release.55
“A significant proportion of the New Zealand prison population comes from the top half of the North Island and existing accommodation in Auckland
is inadequate to house the numbers.”56
The New Zealand prison population continues to increase, and with promises from the Labour government to decrease the imprisonment rates by 30% in ten
years; New Zealand are yet to see signs of this. Within a ten-year period, New Zealand saw the prison population increase by 2,570 inmates; our Prison
system is presently at capacity and forecast to exceed it.57
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Although we know Māori to have a cultural connection to specific places, it would be unrealistic and disrespectful to place prisons within these locations to
benefit the Māori inmates, as this would mean having to place so many facilities around the country to cater for their cultural identities. A more realistic and
respective way would be to place a central facility that enables for contact, both visually and physically with “earth mother” and “sky father”. These are
important elements in maintaining the umbilical connection between the person and the environment in which they exist, this can be achieved through good
design with ethical considerations. Such factors can, therefore, have quite profound effects on the inmates’ overall well-being, and have implications for both
prison location and design.58 Having an experience of outdoor living within a Māori context is likely to be a relevant focus of the programme design that is
beneficial to Māori as well as the whole prison community.59

Figure 10: Proportions of ethnical groups in the NZ prison system, Image by Author.
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Solitary confinement
Solitary confinement is the harshest form of punishment inside the New Zealand prison system, and it is a highly controversial punishment. There is no
universally agreed-upon definition of solitary confinement, and the United Nations has defined solitary confinement as the “physical isolation of individuals
who are confined to their cells for 22 to 24 hours a day.”60 Solitary confinement consists of three main components; social isolation, reduced stimulation and
lack of control over one’s environment.61 Contrastingly under the New Zealand Crimes Act 1961, it is illegal to sentence a person to solitary confinement in
New Zealand. Although the Department of Correction in New Zealand, alongside its international counterparts denies the use of solitary confinement. They
make the argument that the “term ‘solitary confinement’ is associated with degrading and torturous treatment; something Department of Corrections would
prefer not to be associated with.”62
The Department of Corrections use solitary confinement for purposes that include; discipline, prison administration and cell management to protect a person
from other prisoners and/ or to prevent self-harm and suicidal tendencies. The segregation of prisoners in solitary confinement automatically expires after 14
days, yet this can be extended indefinitely. The conditions are usually dire for the prisoners, who are locked up with little communication and limited access
to only the basic needs. The office of the New Zealand Ombudsman investigated the conditions of solitary confinement and they published a report in 2014;
one part describing the conditions of solitary confinement in Waikeria Men’s prison, Bay of Plenty:
“Waikeria separate cells, which can only be described as deplorable, have no windows and therefore prisoners have no access to natural light or fresh
air for 23 hours a day. Other cells do not have running water, meaning prisoners have to request water from guards.”63
Furthermore, being locked in these terrible conditions and let out for only one hour a day in some circumstances, does nothing but torturous things to the
human mind. New Zealand already carries some of the highest rates of mental illnesses in the world, and these only become higher within our prison
systems; more than nine out of ten (91%) prisoners in New Zealand have a lifetime diagnosis of mental health or substance-use disorder.64 Although there
are no existing studies in New Zealand on the pervasiveness of mental illness in solitary confinement, within our prison system, there have been studies
conducted overseas that correlate with these assumptions. For example, studies from the USA, UK, Canada and Denmark have found that prisoners with
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serious mental illnesses tend to be put into solitary confinement cells for both punitive and protective purposes.65 The negative physiological impacts on
prisoners from being confined can include; “back, knee and joint pain, stomach, intestinal, heart, genitourinary problems, diaphoresis, insomnia, deterioration
of eyesight, weight loss, shaking, migraine headaches, profound fatigue and the aggravation of existing medical conditions.”66 In conjunction with the
negative physiological impacts of solitary confinement there is also negative psychological impacts on the human brain, such as; “anxiety, hallucinations,
anger and rage, hypersensitivity to external stimuli, cognitive dysfunction, loss of ability to concentrate, claustrophobia, serious social maladaptation, chronic
apathy, lethargy, depression and despair.”67 The Special Rapporteur, an independent expert appointed by the Human Rights Council, discovered that even
short stays in solitary confinement could be considered as torturous. They stated:
“Where the physical conditions of solitary confinement are so poor and the regime so strict that they lead to severe mental and physical pain or
suffering of individuals who are subjected to the confinement, the conditions of solitary confinement amount to torture.” 68
In theory, prisoners are not placed in solitary confinement to be tortured; they are located there to be punished or protected. Nevertheless, prison officials
and the Criminal Justice sector must have the knowledge of the severe psychological and physiological effects that being confined has, given the noticeable
detrimental impacts it has on many prisoners. Conversely, the Department of Corrections have claimed that there is no alternative to solitary confinement,
and will continue to use the method irrespective of the evidential pain it can cause. It is apparent due to the conditions that can evolve form isolation that
there is no legitimate use for the counter-productive effects of solitary confinement.
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World Justice
To complete a comprehensive overview of the world criminal justice system would be a complex and unrealistic task to achieve in the given time. The task of
breaking down the justice systems into continents was also deemed a challenging task. Instead the following information will overview and asses the best
versus worst case scenarios amongst the OECD countries and contrast those to the system presently used in New Zealand.

Table 2: New Zealand international Justice standing. Table by, Department of Corrections NZ.

The graph shown overleaf, taken from the New Zealand Department of Corrections, illustrates the incarceration rates for sexual, violent, and homicidal
offences across the 34 countries in the OECD. New Zealand’s average across all three offences puts it in the second highest incarceration rates after the
37

United states of America. Almost three million people are held in prisons throughout OECD countries. The United States has the highest prison population in
the OECD at, 701 per 100,000 population. Iceland has the lowest rate, at 37 per 100,000.69
The United States of America is the country with the highest imprisonment rates and reoffending rates in the world. The USA makes up for 5% of the world’s
general population, but they make up for 25% of the world’s prison population.70 Re-offending rates in the USA are also astonishingly high with 70% of
inmates being re-incarcerated within five years of their release. The country with the lowest re-offending rates in the world is Norway at around 20%; the
incarceration in Norway is about 75 per 100,000 people.71
The USA has a long and twisted history of its criminal justice system and incarcerating laws. USA has seen their prison population grow almost six and a half
times in 42 years (1972-2014).72 They have seen many controversial and conspired laws in that time that seem to have caused the fluctuation in
imprisonment. An integral part of mass incarceration rates could be linked with the private prison system that was introduced to the USA in 1983 by private
prison corporation, CCA (formally known as Corrections Corporation of America). CCA is a multi-billion-dollar company who profit from punishment. They had
contracts with states to protect their investments, which required the states to keep the prisons filled, even if no crimes were being committed. CCA was also
an influencer within ALEC (American Legislative Exchange Council) creating the SB1070 law. SB1070 gave police the right to stop anyone who they deemed to
look like an immigrant. This law filled detention centres, which was ultimately benefiting CCA, generating more than eleven million dollars every month.73 CCA
is just one of many corporations who operate private prisons. By privatising and fully occupying prisons; it is increasing the incarceration rates throughout the
USA. 97% of people imprisoned in the USA have never been to trial and so, people are pleading guilty to crimes they are innocent of just to avoid the risk of
serving a mandatory minimum.74 Just like New Zealand, America also has an over-representation of ethnical groups within their prison system. The likelihood
of going to prison in the USA if you are a white male is one in seventeen, whereas if you are an African-American your chances increase to one in three.75
By extreme comparison, at the other end of the Criminal Justice spectrum is the Norwegian Criminal Justice system. It is safe to assume Norway’s Criminal
Justice system is on the right track. Few citizens, in fact, go to prison in Norway, and the ones who do, usually do not return. This is down as a result of their
‘restorative justice’ concept which, Norway has allowed to shape its criminal justice system for the better. It aims to repair the harm caused by crime to the
victim and offender, rather than punish the offender. Norway’s focus is to rehabilitate its prisoners into a better society and keeping their incarceration
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figures at an all-time low.76 “The re-offending rates in Norway are as low as 20%”,77 and the maximum life sentence in Norway is only 21 years. However, at
the end of the initial term, five-year extensions can be added onto a prisoner’s sentence every five years indefinitely, and this is done until they prove to be
rehabilitated by the system. 78 Two of the world’s most humane prisons; Halden Fengsel and Bastøy, are both situated in Norway, and are indicative to the
proactive, forward-thinking schemes that is the Norwegian Criminal Justice system. As the prison governor of Bastøy, Arne Wilson, explained to the Guardian:
“In closed prisons we keep them locked up for some years and then let them back out, not having had any real responsibility for working or cooking.
In the law, being sent to prison is nothing to do with putting you in a terrible prison to make you suffer. The punishment is that you lose your freedom. If we
treat people like animals when they are in prison, they are likely to behave like animals. Here we pay attention to you as human beings.”79
So where does New Zealand fit in-between these two examples? Of all 34 countries examined across the OECD;
“New Zealand had the highest proportion of violent offenders. New Zealand prisons also contain a much higher proportion of sexual offenders than
any other jurisdiction. They make up 30% more of the prison population than in Norway, and almost three times the median. Finally, when these categories
were combined with that for homicide (and related offences) into one for all “interpersonal violence”, New Zealand still recorded the highest proportion of
prisoners of this type.”80
With 197 prisoners per 100,000, in 2015 New Zealand’s incarceration rate far surpasses those of Western European countries; particularly Norway, though
not as drastic as the USA’s 701. By 2017, New Zealand’s prison population was 219 prisoners per 100,000, significantly higher than “Norway (75), Australia
(162) or England (145).”81 Overall the New Zealand Criminal Justice system, in comparison to others, sits towards the worse end of the scale, with some
staggering statistics indicated in the table overleaf, which categorises the amount of people incarcerated per 100,000 for OECD countries:
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Table 3: New Zealand international Justice standing. Table Author Unknown.

Outlined from the table above, New Zealand is compared to the rest of the OECD, with figures stating offences per capita, New Zealand has some unexpected
figures:
•
•
•
•
•

“One of the highest imprisonment rates in the developed western world
The highest proportion (53%) of offenders in prison for interpersonal offences
The highest proportion of sexual offenders in prison (25%)
The second highest rate of incarcerated sexual offenders per capita (38 per 100,000 people)
The fifth highest number of offenders incarcerated for violence offences per capita (24 per 100,000 people)” 82

Overall it is evident that New Zealand has a lot to improve upon, within the law surrounding its criminal justice system. To lower its incarceration and
reoffending rates. It would seem examples should be followed from the Nordic countries, who appear to be successful with how they deal with criminals.
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Halden Fengsel
Halden Fengsel, described as “the World’s most humane Prison,” by Time Magazine in 201083, is a state-of-the-art maximum-security prison, situated in a
pine forest in the South of Norway, 15 miles from the Swedish border. The project was won by architect Erik Moller, through an international design
competition, in 2001.84 Halden Fengsel is ‘Breaking the Cycle’ of old prisons; its sole purpose is to rehabilitate the prisoners, and prepare them for life once
they have completed their sentences. The maximum penalty in Norway is 21 years, irrespective of how serious the crime is; they see this as ‘restorative
justice.’ The proof in this method is evident within the Norwegian Prison statistics, which show that 80% of those released from Prison in Norway are not
reincarcerated.85 Halden Prison is representative of the Norwegian state governments will to respect the human rights of prisoners. Since the facility is
defined by the idea that high quality surroundings, connected to nature, can help build self-esteem and respect.86
In Raphael Rowes (who was a prisoner in England and sentenced to life for a crime he did not commit) TV series “Inside the world’s toughest prisons”, he
spends a week as a prisoner inside Halden Fengsel to understand the success of the prison as well as the success of rehabilitating its inmates. Halden gives
criminals the opportunity of rehabilitation, and it seems to work, they have the lowest reoffending rate in the world. Their intuitive basic platform of creating
a pleasant well-designed space for people living in the prison. But under design philosophy like this, being imprisoned is the punishment, the architecture
does not need to be.87
In most prison architecture, facilities are consolidated into one contiguous building; a courtyard design uses a rectangular building around a central outdoor
space. In a telephone pole design, rows of buildings are stacked like, a ladder, and radial designs have corridors that branch out from a central hub similar to
spokes on a wheel. Tight corners can unintentionally create tension and conflict, so, humane prisons are often laid out in a campus design. Campus style
layouts allow for windows with a view to their surrounding environment; this access to nature also facilitates inmates to track the passage of time. Spending
time outside and seeing days and seasons pass through windows helps reduce this problem. The campus layout of architecture also creates a sense of
normality into the way the prisoners’ approach everyday tasks. By having separated buildings, particularly work buildings away from the ‘living quarters’
creates the sense of a daily commute between the buildings, as if they would have on a normal daily basis on the outside world.88
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At Halden, the landscaping is also well-considered to improve life for the prisoners. Tall birch and pine trees dwarf the buildings and obscure the perimeter
wall, lending towards what designers call, “Anti-authoritarian feel” to the campus. Inmates are never made to feel intimidated by the architecture itself.89 The
building materials influence humane design too. In other prisons interiors are made from hard materials like concrete, linoleum, and steel, which block out
sunlight, are visually unappealing, and constantly reflect noise. The materials used in Halden are; glass to let in natural light, cork and wood, to buffer noise,
and have softer, calmer finishes.90
“The reality of Halden can be hard to comprehend as an outsider, however the results are there for everyone too see: engaged and well-behaved
prisoners, of whom very little will reoffend.”91
The overall architecture and activity created by this design are a true testament to the idea that the architecture can rule the prison, and when achieved as
successfully like Halden, can create the greatest outcome of rehabilitation, beneficial to all society.
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Island Prison’s
The idea of having a prison on an island is not a new phenomenon. The idea of having the security of water between the prisoners and normal society has
been used on countless occasions across the globe with the likes of Alcatraz, Robben Island and Rikers jail to name a few. However, with this may seem to be
an excellent ideology to an outsider, it instead contests with many challenges and obstacles to be of success to both the inmates and society. From the
examination of five different ‘Island prisons’ a consistent negative across all five was the cost implications of being separated from the mainland. A huge cost
associated with the tax payers, for; of food supplies, transporting staff and inmates to the island, any building maintenance requirements, along with the cost
of building, and getting those materials to the island. However, this is countered by the fact that prisons are already expensive in New Zealand, the prison
system currently costs the country one billion dollars a year according to New Zealand Herald journalist, Isaac Davison.92 A consistent positive happened to be
the link to natural surroundings, having plenty of green space, and the calming effect that water can have on a person’s mind. The ocean is a forever changing
environment which rejuvenates the mind allowing the person to keep track of weather patterns and time, as opposed to being enclosed by barbed wire and
concrete walls.
If a prison island were to be situated in Auckland, the two islands of Pakatoa and Rotoroa, would appear to be the best location for a correctional facility,
located in the Hauraki Gulf, east of Waiheke island. Both Pakatoa and Rotoroa Islands have a rich history of “holding repudiated members of society, mostly
any person convicted of inebriety.”93 The first inmate was admitted to Pakatoa Island on Christmas Eve 1907, and by March 1908 there were 24 men held on
the island. With a rapid increase of ‘drunks’ being extradited to Pakatoa, it became apparent that Pakatoa was in fact an insufficient size to keep up with the
number of prosecuted inebriants.94 The Salvation Army negotiated with the owner of a neighbouring island, Rotoroa, and purchased it that year. The men
were transferred in 1911. The larger island, Rotoroa, would be used for men, and Pakatoa, for women. During the period of Rotoroa Island serving as
rehabilitation facility for alcoholics, it was largely self-sufficient; and an early model of self-sustainability. Vegetable gardens, working farms and sprawling
orchards provided plenty of fresh food to the occupants of the island.95
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Isaac Davison, “Soaring costs of our prisons- $900m per year,” NZ Herald, updated June 2, 2016, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11649023
“Rotoroa Island: A history of renewal,” Rotoroa, accessed August 22, 2019, https://www.rotoroa.org.nz/visit/history
94 “Island retreats for inebriates,” Salvation Army, updated January 8, 2009, https://archives.salvationarmy.org.nz/article/island-retreats-inebriates
95 Rotoroa, “Rotoroa Island: A history of renewal.”
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Auckland Prison- Paremoremo
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Auckland, New Zealand
Architects: Mr JRP Blake-Kelly
Open date: 1968
Security level: Maximum
Capacity: 680
Land area: 37 Hectares

“New Zealand’s maximum-security prison will
always be, as its staff say, “political”. But if
the new one is to succeed where Parry was
allowed to fail, its regime must be protected
from the risk-averse whims of successive
bureaucrats and their political masters.”96
-Daniel Luff

Figure 11: Watch Tower at Paremoremo. Image by, Newshub.

96

Daniel Luff, “Paremoremo Prison: An inmates view from the inside,” Noted, updated December 2, 2018, https://www.noted.co.nz/currently/currently-crime/aucklands-paremoremo-prisonan-inmates-view-from-the-inside
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Refer to page 27 for more information.

Figure 12: Venn diagram for Paremoremo. Image by Author

Security
Nature

Figure 13: Bird’s-eye view of Paremoremo. Image by David Wall
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Mt Eden Corrections Facility
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Auckland, New Zealand
Architects: Stephenson & Turner
Open date: 2011 (Old prison: 1865-2011)
Security level: Remand
Capacity: 1046
Land area: 7 Hectares

The original Mt Eden Corrections Facility (colloquially known as Mt Eden Prison), also known as the rock, at the time of 1877 had published reports of the
awful conditions that lay behind the six-metre rock wall. The prison had no workshops, only one cold bath for 160 inmates and the toilet facilities were open
wooden troughs in the yard. Mt Eden Prison was New Zealand’s primary lock up until a riot wrecked it in 1965.97 The riot was the most destructive prison
disturbance in New Zealand’s history. This resulted in the decommissioning of the institute, as although the walls were made of stone, they were coated in an
oil-based paint which burnt fiercely, making the prison no longer habitable.98 “The original prison building is now a category one heritage building, and
demolition is prohibited.”99
Mt Eden Prison is now New Zealand’s largest remand facility, at a 1046 capacity. With the new prison opening in 2011, resulting in the closure of the
historical prison, Mt Eden is now a corrections facility also known as a remand facility. “Remand is, when someone is held in custody while they wait for their
trial or sentencing.”100 A remand prisoner could be held in police cells, court cells, psychiatric facilities or in prison. In this case, it is a prison only for males.
The new Mt Eden Prison incorporates the best of modern prison features such as the innovative Twin Skin cladding system with the environmentally
sustainable design, while safeguarding an important landmark of the old prison. The design of the new facility had to fit in well with the surrounding buildings
while minimising the impact on neighbouring sites.101
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Greg Newbold, The Problem of Prisons: Corrections Reform in New Zealand since 1840 (Wellington: Dunmore Publishing, 2007), 27-29.
Newbold, The Problem of Prisons, 64, 165.
99 Stuff, “The Rock”
100 “Remand,” Department of corrections, accessed August 24, 2018. https://www.corrections.govt.nz/working_with_offenders/courts_and_pre-sentencing/remand.html
101 “Mt Eden Corrections Facility Redevelopment,” Stephenson & Turner, accessed, August 28, 2018. http://www.stephensonturner.com/mt-eden-corrections/
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Figure 14: Venn diagram for Mt Eden. Image by Author.

Security
Figure 15: Development plan of Mt Eden Prison. Image Author unknown

Modern-

Figure 16: Entrance of the Mt Eden Prison upgrade next to the walls of the old stone prison. Image Author unknown
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Halden Fengsel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Halden, Norway
Architects: Erik Moller and HLM architects
Open date: 2010
Security level: Maximum
Capacity: 260 inmates/ 340 staff
Land area: 27.5 Hectares

Refer to page 41 for more information.

“The reality of Halden can be hard to comprehend as an outsider,
however the results are there for everyone too see: engaged and
well-behaved prisoners, of whom very little will reoffend.”
- Raphael Rowe102

Figure 17: Sketch of inside the walls of Halden, Author’s own

102

Raphael Rowe, Inside the World’s toughest prisons: Norway: The perfect prison?
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ModernFigure 19: Material palette of Halden. Image by Statsbygg
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Humane

Figure 20: Bird’s-eye view of Halden Fengsel. Image by unknown Author.
Figure 18: Venn diagram for Halden Fengsel, Author’s own
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Bastøy Fengsel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Oslo Fiord, Norway
Architects: Unknown
Opened: 1982
Security level: Minimum
Capacity: 115
Land area: 259 Hectares

Bastøy is regarded as the most humane prison in the world by several articles such as; the Pulitzer centre, Bastøy documentary and the complex’s bestdesigned prisons. In 2014, the prison was awarded the 2014 Blanche Major Reconciliation Prize for ‘promoting human values and tolerance.’103
Bastøy is a minimum-security prison, yet holds some of Norway’s worst criminals, including; “frauds, bank robbers, sex offenders, hells angels, gang leaders
and assassins.”104 The island accommodates 115 inmates and employs 69 staff members, of which only seven remain overnight. In the case of Bastøy prison,
it suggests no one design but instead a variety of architectural styles. It is considered as an eco-prison by the Norwegian government, where inmates must till
the land there in order to eat and survive. They get taught these skills on the island as well as getting taught butchery skills with knives. “Its lack of security
speaks to its function, and it also features one of the lowest re-perpetration rates in the world.”105
The maximum Penalty in Norway is 21 years, no matter how serious the crime is, they recognise this as ‘restorative justice.’ The proof of this method is
evident within the Norwegian prison statistics, which reveals that 80% of those released from prison in Norway are not reincarcerated.106 Once again this
restorative justice system is evident within Bastøy prison, where there are “no cells, no weapons, no guards, no barred windows or closed doors.”107 The
prisoners have free roam of the 259 hectares of the island, to partake in activities and the running of the prison.108 The reoffending rate of prisoners that
leave Bastøy Island prison is at a mere 17%. It seems the reforming of the prisoners through the lifestyle they can endure on Bastøy island is successful in the
low numbers of re-offenders.109
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NRK, “Pris til Bastoy Fengsel” last modified October 31, 2014. https://www.nrk.no/vestfold/pris-til-bastoy-fengsel-1.12016864
Michel Kapteijns, Bastoy. 2010; Netherlands: Prime video, accessed August 24, 2018.
105 Complex, “The best designed prisons from all over the world” last modified August 18, 2013. https://www.complex.com/style/2013/08/beautiful-prisons/philadelphia-eastern-penitentiary
106 Now This World, This country has the most humane prison system. 2017; YouTube, Accessed August 24, 2018.
107 Kapteijns,Michel, Bastoy.
108 “Bastoy Prison,” Wikipedia, updated 17 August 2018. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bast%C3%B8y_Prison
109 Kapteijns,Michel, Bastoy.
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Figure 21: Venn diagram of Bastøy, Author’s own

Security
Figure 22: View of the prison village on Bastøy. Image by unknown author

Freedom

Humane
Figure 23: Birds eye view of Bastøy. Image by unknown author
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Kerobokan Jail
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Bali, Indonesia
Architects: Unknown
Opened: 1979
Security level: Maximum with death row inmates
Capacity: 320, yet 1400 inmates reside here
Land area: Three Hectares

Kerobokan Prison, also known as Hotel K, is Bali’s most notorious prison. Kerobokan’s filthy and diseased ridden cells have become home to the infamous as
well as the unfortunate: “a Balinese King, Gordon Ramsey’s brother, terrorists, beautiful women and surfers from across the globe.”110 Some of the most
followed cases were locked away behind the walls of Kerobokan prison such as; Schappelle Corby, The Bali Nine, and the Bali Bombers.111
Kerobokan prison has been nicknamed Hotel K for its hotel tendencies. It visually is nowhere close to resembling a hotel, however the politics and corruption
inside the walls allow the prisoners to treat it as a hotel. Prisoners can get hold of any drugs they want inside and if you have money inside Hotel K you will be
fine. You must pay to upgrade your room; the less fortunate locals are locked up in crowded cells with sometimes 23 people in one, 4m² cell with only one
toilet, where they must take it in turns to sleep. The ones with money, who are usually the westerners or gang members can pay to decorate the cells, get
private cells, and even pay for televisions, beds, and kitchens.112
The prison holds women and male inmates; they are on the same grounds, just in different cell blocks. There are also death row inmates situated at
Kerobokan prison. They are held in a tower, nicknamed as the death tower, and they are held up there separately from the rest of the inmates awaiting their
death. One cell, known as room 13, is a four by three metre room that includes a toilet and holds four western prisoners. There is one bunk bed, and the
other two prisoners sleep on mattresses on the floor. This is a luxurious position to be in if you are incarcerated in Hotel K;113 the overall capacity of the prison
is 320, yet over 1400 inmates are residents there.114
This prison is an example of what not to do. It is important that this project to explores the best and worst-case scenarios of prisons, to therefore learn from
past mistakes. The sanitation, overcrowded cells, corruption, and mixed sexes are what makes this one of the worst prisons in the world.

110

Katheryn Bonella, Hotel K (Sydney: Pan Macmillan Australia, 2009), back cover.
Bonella, Hotel K, back cover.
112 Bonella, Hotel K, 206.
113 Bonella, Hotel K, 250.
114 “Kerobokan Prison” Wikipedia, updated July 21, 2018. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerobokan_Prison
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Security
Figure 25: Birds eye view of Kerobokan Prison. Image by unknown author

Figure 24: Venn diagram for Kerobokan, Author’s own
Figure 26: Looking into Kerobokan Prison from the outside . Image by Luckman
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Mas d’Enric Penitentiary
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: El Catllar, Catalonia, Spain
Architects: AiB arquitectes and Estudi PSP Arquitectura
Opened: 2012
Security level: Minimum - Medium
Capacity: N/A
Land area: Seven Hectares

This penitentiary in Catalonia is an excellent example of the new penitentiaries that have been built, with the aim of responding to the principles of
rehabilitation and reintegration into society once inmates have served their sentences. The architects gave themselves three key aspects to abide by while
conquering the design process. These were; “Totality: Tackling the problem of designing a total environment; Vibration: Introducing spatial and perceptual
diversity; Openness: Celebrating openness in the heart of detention.”115
The architects aimed to move beyond the conventional prison architecture by creating a revised mat-building, which is a developed plan with access, layout,
daylighting, and ventilation that can be repeated. They wanted to have a gentle integration of the surrounding terrain; thus, allowing for a view of the
mountains and woodlands.
On an architectural level, the prison is characterised by the fact that it creates a space in which the inmates cannot freely leave.116 In Prison design the
functionality and materiality of the architecture have to come together in the construction of conceptual, ethical, and moral space, as evidenced in the Mas
d’Enric Penitentiary. This prison is developed through the unresolved tension of discipline and freedom.117

115

Roger Paez, Critical Prison Design: Mas d’Enric Penitentiary (New York: Actar Publishers, 2014), 12-30.
Paez, Critical Prison Design, 27.
117 Paez, Critical Prison Design, 52.
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Figure 28: Plan of Mas d’Enric Penitentary. Image by unknown author.

Figure 27: Venn diagram for Mas d’Enric Penitentary, Author’s own.

Figure 29: inside the court yard of Mas d’Enric Penitentary. Image by unknown author
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Fort Jefferson
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Florida, USA
Architects: Joseph Bassett Holder
Opened: 1861- 1869
Security level: Military
Capacity: 2,500
Land area: 19 Hectares

Figure 30: Bird’s-eye view of Fort Jefferson.
Image by unknown author

This old Citadel, now Fort Jefferson National Monument, was historically used as coastal defence about the time of the American Civil War. Located in one of
the world’s busiest shipping lanes, it became one of America’s greatest military assets.118 Following the termination of conflicts, the Fortress was used as a
Federal Prison and it soon became commonly known as the American Devil’s Island.119 Dr. Samuel Mudd, famously known for being involved in the
assassination of President Abraham Lincoln, was sentenced to life imprisonment at Fort Jefferson; however only spent four years incarcerated.120
Fort Jefferson itself is a six-sided, hexagonal, building constructed of 16 million handmade red bricks. The design includes allowance for 420 heavy-guns along
the six sides of the fort, with two sides of the fort measuring 99 metres, and the other four sides measuring 145 metres. The purpose of this design was to
construct a massive gun platform protecting the southern coastline of the United States, being able to destroy any enemy ships that came close enough. 121.
Fort Jefferson remained property of the federal law during the American civil war. By the end of the war in 1865, the population of the fort was 1,013, and
consisted of 486 soldiers or civilians and 527 prisoners. During its time as a prison, Fort Jefferson held over 2,500 people captive.122
“By 1888, the cost of maintaining the fort due to the effects of frequent hurricanes and the corrosive and debilitating tropical climate could no longer
be justified.”123
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“Fort Jefferson,” National Park Service, accessed September 12, 2019, https://www.nps.gov/drto/learn/historyculture/fort-jefferson.htm
“Fort Jefferson military history,” Dry Tortugas, assessed September 12, 2019, https://www.drytortugas.com/fort-jefferson-history/
120 “Dr. Samuel Mudd and the Civil War,” Dry Tortugas, assessed September 12, https://www.drytortugas.com/samuel-mudd-civil-war/
121 Dry Tortugas, “Fort Jefferson military history.”
122 Dry Tortugas, “Fort Jefferson military history.”
123 Dry Tortugas, “Fort Jefferson military history.”
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Pros:
+ Security

- 111 km away from Florida Key west

+ Serenity

- White sandy beaches
- Turquoise waters
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+ Disconnection

- Visitors
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+ Cost

- Transportation
- Food supplies

Serenity

- Equipment supplies
+ Nature

- Hurricane pathway
- Middle of Ocean; Large waves

Figure 31: Venn diagram for Fort Jefferson, Author’s own
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Rikers Jail
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: New York, USA.
Architects: N/A
Opened: 1932
Security level: Multipurpose Correctional Facility.
Capacity: 11,000
Land area: 167 ha

Figure 32: Bird’s-eye view of Rikers Jail. Image
by, Wikimedia Commons

Rikers Jail, located in downtown New York is deemed by various sources to be in the top ten worst prisons in the world. It is notorious for its violence and
corruption. Despite the confirmation of closing Rikers Jail within the next ten years, violence continues to spiral out of control, this is driven by gang rivalries
being locked in close measures, management issues and the deplorable conditions of the jail.124
“Rikers is a 400-acre island in the East River across from La Guardia Airport that serves as the principal jail complex for New York City. There are 10 jails on
Rikers Island, including facilities for women and adolescents, as well as an infirmary, power plant and bakery.”125
Rikers Jail has the capacity to hold 11,000 prisoners, and, on average, the jail holds about 10,000 inmates daily. Rikers jail processes approximately 77,000
people each year through its prison system. “About 85% have not been convicted of a crime and are yet to be sentenced (Remand prisoners).” The rest of the
prison population is serving short sentences, hence the fast turnaround of inmates that the jail is seeing on a yearly basis.126

124 Michael

Schwirtz, “What is Rikers Jail?” The New York Times, updated April 5, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/05/nyregion/rikers-island-prison-new-york.html
Michael Schwirtz, “What is Rikers Jail?”
126 Michael Schwirtz, “What is Rikers Jail?”
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Pros:
+ Security

- Frigid water
- Fence around island
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+ Cost

- Transportation
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+ History
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- Violence
- Cultural Over-represenation

+ Population

- Huge capacity
- Poorly managed

Figure 33: Venn diagram for Rikers Jail, Author’s own
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Robben Island
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Cape Town, South Africa.
Architects: The inmates.
Opened: 1652-1806, 1846-1866, 1946-1991
Security level: Maximum
Capacity: 1500
Land area: 507 ha

Figure 34: Robben Island. Image by
unknown author

Robben Island is situated, seven miles off Cape Town, in Table bay. It was used a prison and had the capacity to hold 1,500 long-term prisoners. Out of the
1,500 inmates about 500 had been convicted of crimes such as; murder, robbery, rape, assault, fraud, housebreaking, and theft.127 The remaining 1,000 were
political prisoners, including famous ex South African president, Nelson Mandela. Mandela was held here for 18 out of his 27 years in prison before becoming
president of South Africa.128
Robben Island is 507 hectares in area, and about two km in length from north to south. The whole island was used as the prison from the 1400’s where it was
used to hold rebel sailors right through until 1991. However, it was from 1961 to 1991 that the prison holds the most significance, as it was run by the
apartheid government and used as a maximum-security prison, mostly holding political prisoners who were fighting against the apartheid movement for
freedom:129
“The prison consists of 4 H-block General Sections, a U-shaped isolation block, a hospital, an administration section, a kitchen and a dining hall. Each
general section contains 4 general cells designed to hold 52 inmates and the isolation block has about 90 single cells.”130
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“Robben Island” Robben Island Museum, accessed June 20, 2019, www.robben-island.org.za
“Biography of Nelson Mandela,” Nelson Mandela Foundation, accessed June 20, 2019, https://www.nelsonmandela.org/content/page/biography
129 “Prison period 1961-1991,” Robben Island Museum, accessed June 201,2019 http://www.robben-island.org.za/timeline
130 Les Underhill, “South Africa: Robben Island,” Animal Demography Unit, accessed June 20, 2019, http://www.adu.uct.ac.za/adu/projects/sea-shore-birds/sites/sa/robben-island
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Figure 35: Ven diagram for Robben Island, Author’s own
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Alcatraz
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: San Francisco, USA.
Architects: U.S. Army, Bureau of Prisons.
Opened: 1933
Security level: Maximum
Capacity: 336
Land area: nine Hectare

Figure 36: Alcatraz. Image by Frank Schmidt

Alcatraz Island is a nine-hectare island located one-and-a-quarter miles from San Francisco.131 The Island was designated in 1933 by the U.S. Department of
Justice for the Federal Bureau of Prisons to become a maximum-security prison, infamously known today as, Alcatraz. Prior to Alcatraz becoming a maximumsecurity prison, it was used as a military prison. 132
“From the 1934 until 1963, Alcatraz was America's premier maximum-security prison, the final stop for the nation's most incorrigible prisoners.”133
Isolated from the mainland by the cold, fast-current waters of San Francisco Bay, the island was deemed doubtful to escape from. It was assumed no Alcatraz
inmate could attempt to escape by swimming and surviving; many inmates tried to escape, however it is not known whether any survived this treacherous
swim.134
The federal penitentiary at Alcatraz was shut down in 1963 after 30 years of operating as a maximum-security prison. The prison was shut down because its
operating costs were so high, an estimated three to five million dollars was required just for restoration. The operation costs became nearly three times as
much as any other federal prison in the states, and due to its location, all food and supplies had to be shipped in at great expense.135
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“Alcatraz Island,” Wikipedia, updated September 29, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcatraz_Island
“Alcatraz Origins,” Federal Bureau of Prisons, accessed June 20, 2019, https://www.bop.gov/about/history/alcatraz.jsp
133 “Welcome to Alcatraz history,” Alcatraz History, accessed June 20, 2019, https://www.alcatrazhistory.com/
134 The Han Lin, “Alcatraz,” updated September 27, 2017, https://tehhanlin.com/2017/09/27/a-l-c-a-t-r-a-z/
135 Federal Bureau of Prisons “Alcatraz Origins.”
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Figure 37: Ven diagram for Alcatraz, Author’s own
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Kilmainham Gaol
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Dublin, Ireland
Architects: John Trail (1725-1801) East wing: John McCurdy (1824-1855)
Opened: 1796-1924
Security level: Minimum-Maximum
Capacity: Unknown
Land area: One Hectare

Kilmainham Gaol was a disorderly place; men, women and children as young as five years old were held together, and the conditions were unhealthy. The
earliest wing of the prison, which opened in the late 1700’s, was constructed of limestone, a porous stone resulting in cold and damp living conditions and
causing disease and discomfort. This prison was part of the prison reform movement, led by John Howard (1727-1790), who promoted and encouraged
institutions to have single cells with facilities for hygiene. Although this was intended in the design, but due to the huge over-populating of the prison, there
was approximately around seven men in each cell (roughly 3m x 4m) and the women and children slept in the corridor outside the cells. There were windows
into the corridor, however these windows were not glazed. The windows only had bars, therefore, the corridor was exposed to all the elements, making living
conditions very unhealthy and uncomfortable. The interior buildings and yards are still today surrounded by a thick wall, which at its highest measures at 50
feet.
“The main entrance was the formidable doorway, above which five monstrous shapes writhe. These have variously been called dragons, demons,
serpents, and a hydra. It is said that they represent the five worst crimes: murder, rape, theft, treason, and piracy.” 136
The newest wing of the prison, the eastern wing, was opened in 1891, and it was designed by the official college architect of Trinity College Dublin, John
McCurdy. McCurdy, who won the open competition to design the new wing of the prison, envisioned it to be a different system. The new wing reflected the
very different ideas and technology of the Victorian age. Based on the Panopticon, it is possible to see all ninety-six cells from a central viewing area. The new
wing is built mostly of brick, which has much better insulating properties than the use of limestone in the west wing. The eastern wing also has a huge skylight
spanning the whole length of the wing. This was a deliberate design move with the philosophical intent that natural light would spiritually inspire the inmates.

136

“Kilmainham Gaol opened in 1796 as the new County Gaol for Dublin” Kilmainham Gaol Museum, accessed June 27, 2019, http://kilmainhamgaolmuseum.ie
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The Kitchen and Laundry areas were located underneath the cells of the new wings with the idea that the heat from these rooms would rise to keep the
inmates warm.137

Security

Figure 39: Victorian spiral staircase,
Authors own

137

Natural light

Figure 40: Newer Victorian wing,
Author’s own

Figure 38: Ven diagram for Kilmainham Gaol, Author’s own

Figure 41:Doorway to cell in the old wing,
Author’s own

Figure 42: Corridoor ,
Author’s own

Kilmainham Gaol Museum tour, History of Kimainham Gaol, Dublin, June 16, 2019.
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A usual prison is already a metaphorical island on mainland, the walls are what
separate the inside from the real world.
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Figure 43: View across Rotoroa Island from the North Tower. Image by Author

Figure 44: View across Rotoroa Island from the South Tower. Image by Author
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Green Mind Theory
The Green Mind Theory is one which links the idea of the location with the purpose of this prison. The location of Rotoroa island as a nature sanctuary, thrives
with native species, flora and fauna. The purpose this location is to rehabilitate low security prisoners, who have earned the privilege to be on the island to
benefit themselves, and subsequently society on release. The Green Mind Theory as suggested by J. Pretty, M. Rogerson and J. Barton, is the link that the
human mind, brain and body has with natural and social environments.
The concept that there is this link between nature and humans is relevant and beneficial to the prison design, because the link can help to improve people
and behaviours, mental health, as well as physical health. The Green Mind Theory offers routes to help improve the well-being of individuals and create
greener environments, which is ultimately imperative to all living species and the future of this planet. The Green Mind theorists stated:
“We have found no groups who have not benefitted: all ages, genders, ethnicities, and social classes respond positively to green exercise.”138
It has been indicated that greener environments are equigenic, thus reducing social inequality and having positive impacts on mental well-being. Further,
supporting the health of the less advantaged as much as, or perhaps more than, the more advantaged.139 Similarly it is shown that blue spaces, which are
locations in sight of water, are just as important as the green spaces; giving people more opportunities to behave in a manner to improve themselves.140
Views of green space, and especially blue spaces, appear to sustain interest and attention more than urban views.
“Most natural views apparently elicit positive feelings, reduce fear in stressed subjects, hold interest, and may block or reduce stressful thoughts,
they might also foster restoration from anxiety or stress.”141
Geographically the location of Rotoroa island, is therefore an ideal for this prison, as the main factor is to rehabilitate and, ultimately reintegrate. Situated on
an island, surrounded by the crystal-clear turquoise waters of the gulf harbour and submerged in nature, creates the perfect space for healing. The lush
native green-spaces combined with the blue spaces of the ocean should become the feature part of this prison ideology, as this is the platform for the
process to rehabilitate.

138

Jules Pretty, Mike Rogerson, and Jo Barton. "Green Mind Theory: How Brain-Body-Behaviour Links into Natural and Social Environments for Healthy Habits." International Journal of
Environmental Research and Public Health 14, no. 7 (2017): 706.
139 Rich Mitchell, “What is equigenesis and how might it help narrow health inequalities?” Cresh, updated November 8, 2013, https://cresh.org.uk/2013/11/08/what-is-equigenesis-and-howmight-it-help-narrow-health-inequalities/
140 Pretty, Rogerson, and Barton, “Green mind theory”
141 Roger S Ulrich, "View through a Window May Influence Recovery from Surgery." Science (New York, N.Y.)224, no. 4647 (1984): 420-421.
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This map shows the idea behind locating a site. The
boundary of the circle is indicating no more than a 75minute travel time from the centre; which is the Auckland
High Courts.

Figure 45: Locating a site
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Waiheke Island

Figure 46: Rotoroa and Pakatoa
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Pakatoa
Travel time from downtown: 75 mins
Land area: 24 ha
Historical use: Rehabilitation facility for male alcoholics then just for Women
Current use: Privately owned and used as a holiday resort
Location: Hauraki Gulf

Clockwise from top: Figure 47: Pakatoa wharf, Image by unknown author; Figure 48: View over
Pakatoa, Image by unknown author; Figure 49: Bird’s-eye view of Pakatoa Island, Image by
unknown author
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Rotoroa
Travel time from downtown: 75 mins
Land area: 82 ha
Historical use: Rehabilitation facility for alcoholics
Current use: Island sanctuary for endangered NZ animals.
Location: Hauraki Gulf

Figure 51: Ladies Bay, Rotoroa Island. Image by unknown author

Figure 50: Map of Rotoroa Island. Image by Rotoroa Organisation
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Figure 52: Contour map, Authors own.
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Figure 54: Image and model by Author

Figure 53: Bird’s-eye view of
contour map of Rotoroa.
Image and model by Author

Figure 55: Image and model by Author
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Figure 56: Photo map of Rotoroa Island, from the site
visit. Images by Author
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Figure 57: the red roofs of Rotoroa Island as of July 2019. Images by Author
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istics /spring
Figure 58:http://www.surf-forecast.com/charts/Waiheke-Island/wind/stat
weather patterns on Rotoroa Island.
Images by unknown authors
https://weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-Rainfall-Temperature-Sunshine,omiha-nz,New-Zealand
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Ferry Routes and timetables for Rotoroa Island

Figure 59: Ferry route to Rotoroa Island. Image by unknown
author
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History of Rotoroa
Rotoroa Island has a rich history of serving as a place of rehabilitation and renewal, approximately 12,000 New Zealanders inhabited the island for
rehabilitation over time. From 1911 to 2005 it served as a place to rehabilitate alcoholics and drug addicts, run by the Salvation Army. Around two hundred
years ago there became a hope for a better world inspired by more and more progressive movements and protests; the largest and longest of these
movements was against alcohol. Alcohol had become a terror for many individuals as well as for their families and communities. By the 1910’s the Salvation
Army had created a New Zealand first by providing a home of rehabilitation for chronic drunkards on Rotoroa island.142
A compromise of medical and criminal arguments formed the Habitual Drunkard’s Act of 1906 and the Reformatory Institutions Act of 1909. With these laws,
alcoholics could be brought to the courts by police, family members or they could voluntarily hand themselves in. They were then sentenced from six months
to two years of compulsory rehabilitation on Rotoroa Island. Until 1908, there was no suitable place to send alcoholics for the Rehab which they required. In
1908, the Salvation Army opened up Pakatoa island (north of Rotoroa) as a safe haven and place of reform for chronic drunkards. It was only a month later
when the Governor General visited, and deemed the island too small and ordered for a larger facility to be opened, Rotoroa Island was later purchase and the
new “certified inebriates’ home” was officially opened in January 1911 to welcome a male drunkard from Invercargill. 143
“Rotoroa was a mix of farm colony, retreat and prison. Removed from temptation, men, sick and exhausted from their addiction and rough living,
could find new vigour from a simple diet, physical labour and sea air.”144
The island could accommodate up to 100 men as part of its rehabilitation programme, and as they arrived on the boat from downtown Auckland into Home
Bay, they would have been welcomed by a large amount of structure containing multiple functions to secure their time on the island was put to good use.
Buildings included; “workshops, sheds, extensive vegetable gardens, a piggery, brick factory, chapel, schoolhouse, butchery, jail, accommodation for the
inebriates, and staff cottages.”145 Costs of the island started to spiral out of control; however, the government did state: “We cannot run an institution of this
sort as cheaply as the Salvation Army”.146 On the Salvation Army’s count, the cost per inmate on Rotoroa was, in fact, half the cost of imprisoning these
people in a prison cell. Once completing their stint on Rotoroa Island, the positive impacts that these people could have on society were incalculable.147

142

Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum, (Rotoroa: Auckland) accessed, July 19, 2019
Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum.
144 Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum.
145 Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum.
146 Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum.
147 Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum.
143
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Figure 60: Photo taken in 1910. Image by, Salvation Army Archives

Figure 63: NZ Truth, June 22, 1912. Image by, Salvation
Army Archives

Figure 61: Shields of the sports for inmates,
Image by, Salvation Army Archives

Figure 62: Newspaper clipping, Image by,
Salvation Army Archives

Figure 64: Oranga, the first boat to carry Provisions to Rotoroa Island. C.1913.
Image by, Salvation Army Archives

Archives
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"The plan for the main house designed by Lieutenant Colonel Saunders in Melbourne, enables a system of classification to be carried out, the single rooms
being for those inmates whose conduct merits consideration. 18/01/1911”148

Figure 65: Plan of the old building on Rotoroa Island. Image by Author

148

Salvation Army archives, Rotoroa Museum.
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Natural Rotoroa
Four years, after the Salvation Army left the island in 2005, the Rotoroa Island Trust was established. The Trust purchased the island off the Salvation Amy on
a 99-year lease. The island was purchased in 2009 and the volunteers in the Trust have been working hard to restore and replenish the island to create an
important wildlife sanctuary, which was officially opened to the public in 2011.149 Since restoring the island, the Trust has planted over 350,000 native trees
and shrubs; 30,000 of those being Pohutakawa trees. They also managed to remove 20,000 pine trees which were not native to New Zealand,150 as well as
replenishing the island with native plants, the Trust reintroduced many native endangered birds and insects to the island. In 2012, the Rotoroa Island Trust
and Auckland Zoo united to establish a sanctuary in the Hauraki Gulf. To make this sanctuary successful, like many other Gulf Harbour islands, they had a big
task of removing pests, eventually in September 2014, the Trust officially declared the island as pest free.
There are four main ecosystems on Rotoroa Island which are the: coast, forest, wetlands and the grasslands. As an island, the coast becomes an important
ecosystem for the land as it is the perimeter ecosystem of the whole island, and regular deposits of salt water are the mainstay of this tidal ecosystem. There
are plenty of detritivores along the seashores of Rotoroa; they mostly live in the sand and provide a source of food for shore-skinks, Oyster-catchers, and
Dotterel. Weka, Kiwi and Fantails also visit the coastal ecosystems of the island to forage amongst the coastal plants.
The re-introduced and growing forest of Rotoroa island creates a home for a rich variety of birds and insects. Shrubs, tree ferns, and small trees make up the
sub-canopy; their flowers and fruit supply as food for small birds and the insect life such as spiders and moths. In time, when the forest becomes more
developed with a generous fruit supply, it will be able to support larger birds, such as Tui and Kereru.151
There are three ponds on the island; Cable Bay, Ladies Bay, and Men’s Bay pond. Supporting the ponds is the mysterious ecosystem of the wetlands.
“New Zealand has lost 90% of its wetlands due to drainage for settlements and farming. We now know that wetland ecosystems are vital for the
wellbeing of both land and sea. Like natural sponges, wetlands help to stabilise the water table. Run-off from the land is neutralised through the oxygenation
process of wetland plants. Wetlands are also highly productive nurseries for many species of freshwater and marine fish.” 152

149

“Rotoroa Island: a history of renewal,” Rotoroa, accessed August 2, 2019, https://www.rotoroa.org.nz/
Rotoroa Island Trust, Rotoroa, An Island apart: What to see. (Auckland: The Department of Conservation).
151 Rotoroa Island Trust, Rotoroa, An Island apart.
152 Rotoroa Island Trust, Rotoroa, An Island apart.
150
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The wetland area ponds on Rotoroa provide home for the Pāteke, a native endangered duck. Introducing this duck onto the island has helped recover their
population, as they do not have the threats of mammalian predators like they do on the mainland. The partly submerged plants of the wetlands also provide
great a source of shelter for the birds and insects of the island.153
The largest of the ecosystems on the island is the grasslands, and although it is relatively open to predators and the elements, it supports a diverse and large
range of species. Kikuyu grass forms a mat that provides necessary productive supplies for many birds and animals. Native and exotic skinks, beetles, spiders,
and moths all live within the grasslands. The stocky, flightless Takahe, slimmer Pukeko and Weka all forage in Rotoroa’s grasslands.154

153
154

Rotoroa Island Trust, Rotoroa, An Island apart.
Rotoroa Island Trust, Rotoroa, An Island apart.
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Figure 66: Flora and Fauna of Rotoroa. Images by various collaborators
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Figure 67: Species of Rotoroa. Images by
various collaborators
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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Design brief
•

No barbed wire (the island notion precludes this being necessary)

•

Each cell must have a window (connection with environment)

•

Plant native deciduous trees

•

Natural building materials: Brick, wood, glass

•

Red roof (empathising with the current and historical buildings)

•

Campus layout (The best example of prison layout as shown in case studies)

•

120 inmate’s capacity

•

60 staff

•

1:2 prisoner staff ratio (as evidenced in Halden Fengsel and Batsoy, this high ratio allows for better integration)

•

Staff accommodation on Waiheke island and/ or Bucklands beach

•

Sustainable living (connections with environment showing value with Te whenua)

•

Workplaces for prisoners (giving value back to society)

•

Education facilities (typically incarceration shows that inmates have poor levels of literacy and numeracy)

•

Regenerating, knowledge for caring and supporting native plants and animals
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List of Proposed buildings

•

Accommodation blocks

•

Administration building

•

Restaurant/ culinary school

•

Marae location (not to be designed)

•

Chapel (already existing)

•

Museum (already existing)

•

Library

•

Education facilities (can be inclusive with the library)

•

Medical centre

•

Shop

•

Gymnasium

•

Watch towers
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Materiality case studies

Figure 68: Archaeology Museum of Vitoria. Image by, David Basulto

Figure 71: Residential Crae Home Andritz. Image by unknown author

Figure 69: House Bierings. Image by unknown author

Figure 72: Steinfeld nursing home. Image by unknown author

Figure 70: Passage de la Brie Housing. Image by, Michel Denancé.
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Locating Rotoroa Island in Auckland

98

Site planning
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Design Iteration one

101

102
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Critical reflection of design iteration one
Theoretically, this design was working well and allowed for integration, and the co-housing style that was intended worked adequately. However, with the
research behind this project, the design did not seem to encourage the ideologies that were investigated, in a coherent manner. The idea of building a
community among the prisoners starts to come through in this design but is not bold enough. The decking areas shown in the design are far too narrow and
do not promote the sense of community that the design is aiming to achieve, outdoor living is a massive part of the ‘kiwi lifestyle’ and to make this design
reflect normality to allow for rehabilitation, it should also show notations towards these ‘normal-ways of living.’
By placing the prison on an island but keeping the prisoner’s in touch with normal day-to-day routines means, a sense of community needs to become a main
driver for the design, as well as a strong notion towards the green and blue natural spaces that the island is abundant of. This design has a strong focus on
view shafts and green spaces. It makes sure that not one prisoner’s room looks into another, in some cases breaking the view shafts with native gardens. This
is a well-executed point of the design that should be carried through the following iterations.
The space that has been allocated for the building in this design is not the right choice. The island has some great contours to work with, that can enhance
greater view shafts. Currently having the rigidly shaped buildings on the flat site of the island isn’t working coherently enough with the research. The flat
section of the island could be put to better use, such as, sports activities, community days and visitation days. By having the architecture rolling up the hills
creating a more ‘fluid’ movement with the structures, can elaborate on the progressiveness of the ideology behind this project and can help to create better
view shafts to the surrounding turquoise waters of the Hauraki Gulf, as well as the lush and vast amounts of native flora and fauna planted on the island.
By immersing the island more into the nature can create that stronger connection to culture, particularly by being surrounded by native species.
Rehabilitation should become about not just the prisoner’s but the overall rehabilitation of the island. The prisoner’s will be involved in reintegrating native
species to the island, thus creating a double meaning to the term rehabilitation within this project.
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Design Iteration two

Iteration design two intention is that the design will
become more fluid, replicating and following the contours
of the Island, thus embedding itself within the landscape,
and therefore metaphorically grounding the building to the
Island as well as the inmates.
The design proposes three different blocks/ modules of six
"flats", each housing eight inmates. (48 per block). Each of
the three blocks will have a designated endangered species
included in their program to help reintroduce to the Island;
thus, helping with the overall rehabilitation of Rotoroa
Island.

Elevation

Plan
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Three chosen endangered birds for prisoners to work on
reintegrating and replenishing for the island, as part of the
rehabilitation programmes.

Pateke:
Pateke or brown teal lives in the wetlands of Rotoroa
Island, mostly in the ponds. These ducks, once widespread
around New Zealand, in recent years had become very
endangered. However, with the help of conservation, and
places such as Rotoroa Island the species are beginning to
replenish.

Takahe:
Often mistaken for a Pukeko, the heavier, stocky Takahe is
about a size of a hen. Takahe are a very rare bird and for
many years were thought to be extinct. They are
herbivores mostly eating of the grasses on Rotoroa Island.

Tuturiwhatu:
Also known as a Dotterel they are Grey-brown in colour,
and often nest along the high tide mark, where they can
camouflage among driftwood, seaweed and stone. Nests of
the birds need to be protected as they become prey to
black-backed gulls and Weka.
106
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Mass model of the buildings
encroaching up the contours
of the site.
108

elevation

plan
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The design will roll down the contours of the island. The architecture should become integrated with the native flora and fauna of the land as well as
being connected to the native birdlife and other species which roam the island. By creating a more fluid movement of architecture allows the buildings
to become more camouflaged within the land. Being immersed amongst the green spaces of the island with views of blue spaces should allow for the
best possible outcome for rehabilitation.
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plan
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FINAL DESIGN
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Site Plan

115

Pateke Cluster
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Close up of an accommodation block
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Interior view of a prisoner’s bedroom
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Interior of common living area for accommodation block
119

View from decking of accommodation block. Looking West
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View from decking of accommodation block. Looking East
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Interior view of common sitting area of restaurant
122

Home Bay. Looking towards; Schoolhouse, Museum and Restaurant
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Home Bay. Rugby field
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Birds eye view of site. Looking south
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Home Bay.
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Mai Mai Bay

127

Home Bay. Medical centre/ Admin block
128

View of Takahe Cluster towards Home Bay
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Pateke Cluster
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Rooflite detail

132

Soffit detail

133

Installed work for presentation. Including models
134

Conclusion

The methods used in this research projects such as literature reviews, precedent studies, and site study were vital in creating an ethical, and political
standpoint in order to process a design. Although this project wasn’t originally a site driven project, once finding the site of Rotoroa Island, and becoming
immersed in the history it became evident that the site of the project should in fact a driver of the design.
An unexpected part of the research was the security of reaching plans of prisons, it proved more difficult than initially thought, with only the plans of one
precedent being secured. Overall information around the subject of the New Zealand Prison System appeared to be a taboo one, with limited sources to add
to the research. Initially it was assumed that visiting prisons in New Zealand would be the best option for understanding their design functionalities, but once
again this task was deemed too difficult.
However, the opportunity of visiting a prison came up. On a trip to Dublin in June, the old Jail, Kilmainham Gaol, had been turned into a museum with guided
tours. Although the prison was not one that this design could be modelled of, it was beneficial from a historical point of view to investigate the dim conditions
that these inmates were incarcerated in.
Design Iteration number one was a good start to the design of this project, however, it lacked a wow factor and didn’t coherently bind with the research
enough. Narrating the iterative design and research process, iteration one did not reflect well enough the current standpoint of both, hence moving onto
iteration two.
Design Iteration number two is still a work in progress, it is one that has great potential, the fluidity of having the buildings slope down the ridges of the
contours, as well as creating larger communal spaces than the ones designed in the first iteration should become perfectly bound with the research.
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Appendixes
Response from PAPA (People Against Prisons Aotearoa):

Kia ora Eloise,
Thank you so much for reaching out to myself and PAPA. It sounds like you're working on a really interesting project for your Masters.
Unfortunately, because PAPA is a prison abolitionist organisation, we have made the assessment based on pretty irrefutable evidence that there is no such thing as a humane
prison -- in fact, we shouldn't be building them at all. There's also a lot of literature within the architecture academic field about why there is no such thing as a humane
prison, which I would suggest you explore. Finally, the low to medium security prisoners you're referring to could be much better served in the community, where they are
much more likely to receive habilitation programmes that actually reduce harm and recidivism.
I'm sure this isn't the answer you wanted, but it's the honest one.
Best of luck with your research.
Ti Lamusse
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Response from National Party’s David Bennett:
1.

Does the National party have a strategic plan to guide prison reform in New Zealand, if so where can this be found?
a. The National party at the last election released its correction policy plans in 2017 which can be found https://www.national.org.nz/corrections
b. Later this year the National party are due to release a Law and Order Policy Document which will set out further policy recommendations for Corrections.

2.

Are there different strategic plans for those individuals who are currently in prison and those who have recently left these facilities?
a. Corrections have a variety of plans for those in prison and on parole.

3.

What are your short and long term goals for the NZ Criminal Justice system?
a. Reintegration/ Rehabilitation
b. Support to victims of crime
c. Safety of our Corrections staff

4.

What are your thoughts on the current prisons in New Zealand?
a. We have a large number of great staff working in our Corrections system working in very difficult conditions.

5.

What are we currently doing to rehabilitate and reintegrate the criminals in New Zealand?
a. Corrections has a range of rehabilitation and reintegration programmes which can be found
at https://www.corrections.govt.nz/working_with_offenders/prison_sentences/employment_and_support_programmes/rehabilitation_programmes.html

6.

How much does it cost taxpayers per annum per prisoner?
a. It cost approximately $100,000 per annually per prisoner.

7.

In your ideal world, how would the New Zealand prison system look and work?
a. Ideally the prison system would be a chance to provide targeted rehabilitation, and reintegration to individuals.
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8.
a.

Is it the same people that keep getting locked away?
The recidivism rates in New Zealand are high

9.
a.

Why do they keep reoffending?
To be imprisoned, someone has to break the law.

10. Are there other countries you are looking at as examples?
a. We are always looking for examples that can be used to refine our prison
system, countries such as Australia or Canada and United Kingdom are often
jurisdictions we look to as comparisons.

11. What are we doing better than other countries?
a.
We have a strong Maori/ indigenous focus

12. What are we doing worse than in other countries?
a. Our incarceration rates are high in proportion to our population than some countries.
13. Do we have any short term plans to improve prisons in New Zealand?
a.
Corrections have a series of plans and programmes.

14. With the current state of the New Zealand prison population would you be looking to rehabilitate these individuals while they are in prison or is that intended to
occur post-release?
a. Rehabilitation is key to improving the success of reintegration post release, a combined effort is required to be able to reduce our recidivism rates.
15. How many people get let out of prison per annum? Is this done in groups of dribbled throughout the year?
a. These numbers may be available but prison population is around 10,500
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16. How many people averagely get sentenced a year?
a. Please find attached number of people sentenced in years 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019. (Can add the stats while sending)

17. What is the time of the average prison sentence served in low - medium-security confinement?
a. The Department of Corrections or Ministry of Justice websites may have this information.

18. How often does a parole board meet? Moreover, how many people sit on this board and how are they elected to this role?
a. All information about the Parole board can be found at https://www.paroleboard.govt.nz/index.html. The website contain an “About Us” tab which
provides information on people and the process of the board and its members.

We wish you the best with your research.
Kind regards,
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